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Vision Statement 

Our vision is to be an exceptional church school committed to investing in young 

lives.  A school where staff and governors work in partnership with parents to 

provide a caring, stimulating environment rooted in Christian values;  a school 

with high expectations where all are valued and nurtured as individuals because 

they are unique and loved by God. 

 

 

This policy is consistent with our Vision Statement and the Christian Foundation of 

the school as expressed in the Trust Deed, i.e. the principles and practices of the 

Church of England. It takes account of the Framework for the Statutory Inspection 

of Anglican and Methodist Schools (SIAMS)’ and legislation related to Collective 

Worship in Schools. 

 

1  Aims and purpose 

 

1.1  The aims and purpose of Collective Worship are:  

 to provide an opportunity for children to worship God; 

 to enable children to consider spiritual, moral and cultural issues; 

 to enable children to explore their own beliefs; 

 to encourage participation and response; 

 to develop in children a sense of community spirit; 

 to promote a common ethos, with shared values, and to reinforce 

positive attitudes based on a Church of England foundation; 

 to teach children how to worship. 

 

2  Guidelines  

 

2.1  Collective Worship should be ‘a rich source of inspiration for the whole 

school, and a focus for all that is good and worthy of celebration’  

 

2.2 We understand worship to be a special act or occasion, the purpose of 

which is to show reverence to God. Collective Worship is meant to be 

‘educational in intent’, but is not the same as a Church service. It differs 

from ‘Assembly’, which implies simply a gathering of people. It involves all 

members of the school coming together and participating. We expect 

everyone to take an active part in the Collective Worship. 

 

2.3 In line with the Education Reform Act, which states that Collective Worship 

should be ‘wholly or mainly of a broadly Christian character’, we normally 

base our Collective Worship on the teachings of Christ and the traditions of 

the Christian Church. We conduct our Collective Worship, however, in a 

manner that is sensitive to the variety of faiths and beliefs of all members of 

the school community. 

 

2.4  While all acts of worship in our school are Christian, we also recognise that 

other religions are represented in the school and the wider community. 

  



 

 

3  Organisation  

 

3.1  We hold a daily act of Collective Worship. Collective Worship forms part of 

each morning assembly, which can be either the whole-school, separate 

departments such as Infants and Juniors or, on occasion, individual classes. 

Collective worship will take place in the school hall, classrooms or 

occasionally at St Philip and St James’ Church.  

 

3.2  We conduct Collective Worship times in a dignified and respectful way. We 

tell children that Collective Worship is a period of calm reflection. We 

regard it as a special time, and expect children to behave in an 

appropriate way. We ask them to be quiet and thoughtful, to listen 

carefully to the teachings, and to participate fully in song and reflection. 

Although during prayer it is optional to join in with ‘Amen’, all children are 

expected to sit quietly with eyes closed and hands in laps or look at the 

candle which is lit at the front of the hall.  We create an appropriate 

atmosphere by using music, pictures, and sometimes candles or other 

objects, to focus the attention of the children. 

 

3.3 The Act of Worship, whether in the hall or classroom, will follow a 

recognisable format: 

 Times of collective worship should last between ten and twenty minutes, 

depending on the timetable. 

 In longer times of worship, there will usually be a song, wherever possible 

will relate to the theme of the worship.  

 There will be a quiet time for reflection or a prayer.  Prayers may be from 

a variety of sources including: collections of prayers, teachers’ own 

resources or children's own work, they may also be impromptu. Short 

poems or quotations may also be used.  

 The worship will have a clear focus and will often involve pupil 

participation. The theme will be developed over a period of time. 

 Elements used in the worship may include music, listening to stories, Bible 

Readings and other relevant passages, use of movement, mime, drama, 

artefacts and audio-visual material or visiting spakers.  

 Any notices will be clearly separated from the act of worship. 

 Children will be expected to walk in and out of the hall quietly. Music or 

songs will be played and the children encouraged to participate in 

them while they are waiting for the act of worship to begin. 

 

3.4  Collective Worship is normally conducted by the Headteacher or other 

members of staff, but is sometimes led by local clergy or other 

representatives of local groups. Collective worship is led by the children on 

Monday mornings*. All those responsible for arranging an act of worship will 

be given a copy of the Worship Plan, and will receive due notice of the times 

they are required to lead. The Worship Plan is prepared and distributed by the 

Collective Worship leader. 

 

3.5     Weekly, the Collective Worship time is led by a group of Year 6 children*, 

the House Captains, who, in conjunction with the Head of RE, lead the 



 

remainder of the junior department children in worship.  The house captains 

are taught how to lead worship in a sensitive, reverential and clear manner, 

so that the other children can partake fully in the time.  Each week the 

Head of RE feeds back with encouragement and pointers for how to lead 

more effectively in future sessions.  The resources the Year 6 use are 

currently the ‘Roots and Shoots’ Resource from ‘Imaginor’.  The children are 

encouraged to refer to the main themes of the Bible Story as linked to the 

Understanding Christianity resource that the whole school uses. 

 

3.6  We take the themes of our Collective Worship from the traditions of the 

Christian faith, and we observe the festivals and mark the events of the 

Christian calendar. The themes follow a four-year cycle and aim to provide 

continuity and progression in considering issues and an opportunity for 

children to develop spiritually over a period of time. They may also relate to 

topics that we teach as part of the school curriculum and will include 

opportunities for the development of PSHE, Citizenship and the Spiritual, 

Moral, Social and Cultural Development of children according to the 

Ofsted Framework for Schools. The worship is planned to be relevant, 

meaningful and inclusive of all and allows for a variety of responses, 

including awareness and appreciation, respect and commitment, and 

devotion and adoration. Plans are made each term for the coming term. 

 

3.7  Our assemblies also reflect the achievements and learning of the children -

their God-given talents. We encourage the children to participate in the 

assembly by showing their work to the other children, and by raising issues 

that they have discussed in their classes. Assemblies provide an opportunity 

to reward children for their achievements both in and out of school where 

they have demonstrated Christian values in life and work. They also play an 

important part in promoting the ethos of the school, which is that all children 

are valued, and all achievements are recognised. We also take the 

opportunity to celebrate birthdays one a week and give God thanks for 

those children and to ask His blessing on them for the coming years. 

 

3.8  Each week there is an assembly to which parents are invited. We 

encourage their attendance, as this promotes community spirit and 

strengthens our partnership with parents and the community. There will also 

be opportunities for the wider Church family at St Philip and St James 

Church, as well as parents and friends, to attend school Festival Services 

and occasional involvement in Sunday Church Services.  

 

3.9  Governors’ attendance at our Collective Worship is always welcome. 

 

 

4  Right of withdrawal 

 

4.1  We expect all children to attend Collective Worship; however, any parent 

can request permission for their child to be excused from religious assembly-  

the school will make alternative arrangements for the supervision of the 

child during that part of Collective Worship. Parents do not have to explain 

or give reasons for their request but they do have to put it in writing to the 



 

Headteacher. This right of withdrawal complies with the 1944 Education 

Act, and was restated in the 1988 Education Reform Act.  

 

4.2  The Headteacher keeps a record of all children who have been withdrawn 

from Collective Worship. 

 

5  Monitoring and review 

 

5.1  Monitoring the policy and practice of Collective Worship is the role of a 

named school governor, who is also responsible for liaising with the Religious 

Education Subject Leader.  

 

5.2 This policy will be reviewed at least every four years. 

 


